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Total System:  Pumps  I  Filters  I  Heating  I  Cleaners  I  Sanitization  I  Automation  I  Lighting  I  White Goods

SharkVac Series
ROBOTIC POOL CLEANERS

When it comes to clean, these sharks are smart. 
The SharkVac series by Hayward® offers two powerful ways to hunt down 

pool debris. Built with the highest-quality components and proven technology, 

SharkVac cleaners create reliable, consistent results while maximizing energy 

efficiency. Whether cleaning the pool floor and coves with SharkVac or covering 

the floor, coves, walls and waterline with SharkVac XL,™ the cleaners’ robust, 

low-profile design and top-access filters give them an added bite. Running 

independently of the pool’s filtration system with no extra pumps or hoses, they 

couldn’t be simpler to use. Discover the cleaners with an insatiable appetite for 

results—the SharkVac series by Hayward.



Optional Accessories (sold separately)

Spring clean-up  
Filter Element 
Model: RCX70103PAK2
for larger debris

To take a closer look at SharkVac Series or other Hayward  products,  
go to hayward.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.

Hayward, Hayward Energy Solutions, SharkVac by Hayward are registered 
trademarks and SharkVac XL is a trademark of Hayward Industries, Inc. 
© 2015 Hayward Industries, Inc. LITSHVACSER16

Two fierce options. One razor-sharp clean. 

• Exclusive smart technology steers SharkVac cleaners along the most efficient cleaning path possible, 
creating complete results faster than ever.

• SharkVac is dedicated to cleaning the pool floor only, while SharkVac XL is designed to deliver a fast, total clean, 
scouring the floor, walls, coves and waterline in just three hours.  

• Out-of-water and beach-entry sensors stop SharkVac XL from running out of the water while cleaning 
the waterline, protecting the motor and extending cleaner life.

Enjoy shorter cleaning cycles and longer cleaner life.

• SharkVac cleaners are energy efficient and incredibly easy to use — no hoses, hookups 
or extra pumps required.

• Top-access filters with two fine-porosity filter 
elements allow for quick debris removal and 
easy cleanup—just remove the filter cartridge 
and rinse with a garden hose. 

• SharkVac cleaners run separately from 
the pool’s filtration system, reducing 
the frequency of filter backwash cycles 
saving both time and money.

Save time, money and hassle.

Equipped with intelligent steering technology, SharkVac and SharkVac XL™ by Hayward® clean the pool faster and more efficiently than 
other cleaners. Their simple design makes them easier to set up, while their top filter access makes for effortless maintenance.

*  Tile may require foam roller option. Foam roller part number: RCX26011WCE

 Specifications SharkVac by Hayward® SharkVac XL™ by Hayward®

Part Number
RC9740CUB RC9740WCCUB

RC9742CUBY (with caddy cart) RC9742WCCUBY (with caddy cart)

Pool Coverage Pool floor, coves Pool floor, walls, coves, waterline

Cleaning Cycle 2 hours 3 hours

Pool Size up to 20' x 40' up  to 20' x 40'

Pool Surface Gunite, Vinyl, Fiberglass, Pebble and Tile* Gunite, Vinyl, Fiberglass, Pebble and Tile*

Cord Length 50' 60'

Power Supply Input Voltage 115 VAC 60 Hz 115 VAC 60 Hz

Power Supply Output Voltage 24 V DC 24 V DC

Weight 21.5 lbs 21.5 lbs

Warranty 1 year 2 years

Filter removes easily 
from filter frame

SharkVac Caddy Cart 
Model: RC97385D 
Included with SharkVac 
(Model: RC9742CUBY) 
and SharkVac XL 
(Model: RC9742WCCUBY)


